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Abstract

Numerical simulation was conducted to study the kerosene sDray characteristics injecting Jnto supersonic cross

flow．The verification of the simulation was carried out by experimental Schlieren image．and the agreement was

obtained by compared the spray plume pictures．Furthermore，the aerodynamic secondary breakup effect of the

supersonic cross flow on the initial droplets was investigated．It was revealed that the initiaJ parent drops were broken

up into small drops whose diameter is about o(10)micrometers SOOn after they entered into the supersonic cross flow．

During the appropriate range ofinitial drop size，the parent droplets would be broken up into smell drops with the same

magnitude diameter no mat／or how large the initiaI dropsSMD was
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1． Introduct．on

As compared to by由ogen，liquid hydrocarbons，
such as kerosene，arc attractive candidates for fueling

the seralnjet in the lower hypersonic flight regime of

M(8 due to their significant beneftts jn terms ofenergy

density and handling iSSUCS吵However,up to now,the

complex spray phenomena can’t be understood well due

to the limit of experimental measurement technique

Additionally,numerical simulations were seldom found

in the Iiteratures．

A modified code was developed by the author

based on KIVA-3 to simulate liquid spray in supersonic

flowl“KIVA is a code wriaen for intemaI combustion

engine by the Los Alames NationaI Laboratory．which

can analyze transient，three—dimensional，multiphase，

and multi—component flow including chemically

reaction with spray哆Although spray models。the

boundary conditions，special specifications and mesh

generation are designed for IC engine，its equations and

solution procedure possess generality,and the range of

validity of the code can extends from low speeds to

supersonic flows with iaminar and turbulentregimes．So

some necessary modifications can be made to simulate

the spray in supersonic flow．

The kerosene spray in supersonic clogs
flow⋯was

ehimentarily calculated using the modified codea“．It

was found that the penetration of the kerosene ict into

the supersonic CROSS flOW incmese with the orifice

diameter and tlle momentum ratio of the iet to the cross

flow Furthermore．there was strong interaction between

the ai胡ow and the keROsene spray,The gas velocity

downstream of the injector dramatically deeelerates due

to the impact of the spray on the gas flow,And a clear

streamwise vogex iS fornled due to the upward 1110ving

of the kerosene iet．Meanwhile，Illitial parent drops are

broken up into small drops soon after they enter the

supersonic cross flow．

T缸e objective ofpresent research is to further study
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spray characteristics and the secondary breakup effect of

the supersonic CROSS flow on the initial droplets．

2．Numerieal Models and Methods

Astochastic particle method is used to calculate the

liquid sprays，in which transport of the dispersed phase
js calculated by tracking the trajectories of a certain

number of representative parcels．Various sub—models
account for the effects of tIlrbulant dispersion．droplet

collisions．evaporation and aerodynsmic braehP The

mass，momentum,and energy exchange between the

spray and the gas is also taken into account by adding
source terr／ls jhie the gas equations．

．T．．．u．．r．．．b．．．u．．1．．e．．n．，c，．．e．．．—M．．．．．o．．．d—e—l
In order to account for the effects of

compressibility,RNG k-e model was used，and a new

term Sa was introduced in the s equation ofstandard k-c

turbulence model．

耻一掣P譬
"：s主

s=(2舻。r

Where，口庐4 38，户O．012，original model constants

were also changed slightly,see Ref(4)．

The effect of aerodynamic drag and gravitational
force on droplet acceleration was considered．as shown

in Eq．(2)．

生：三旦堕掣hq，)¨i(2)dt 8 Pd r
’’“。

’
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TAB Breakup Model

The TAB breakup model considers a Iiquid dmp to

be analogous to a sprmg-maas system(Taylor"s
analogy)．The external force is supplied by the gas

aerodynamic forces on the droplet．The restoring forcc

is supplied by the surface tension forces．Damping is

supplied by liquid viseositvI“．The oscillation of她
drop surface is described by a second order ordinary

difrerentiaI equation：

2 P
7

3 Pd

I；+厅’一哥，户 一旦y一逸，(3)一～par3 7一万7‘却
In which，y is proportional to the displacement of

the equator of the droplet from its equilibrium position，

divided by halfdmplet radius．The drop breakup is due

to all increase in the amplitude of the drop oscillation．

Breakup Occurifandonlyify≥1．

．T．．．u．．，rbule，n，．．t．．，．D——is—persion——o—fDro—o—le．堡

The dispersion of droplets due to gas phase
turbulence is modeled by adding to the gas velocity a

fluctuating velocity i’．each component i’follOWS a

Gaussian distribution with mean square deviation 2／3七'

G㈤：(4／3zt)中exp}3忙12肚} (4)

The sampled fluctuating velocity is applied over

the turbulence correlation time，which is the inl’nimum

of the eddy breakup time and a time for the droplet to

traverse the eddy．

Drooler Evaporation

The rate of droplet radius change is given by the

Frossling correction

#掣等札 ㈣
i一■历了一iF”。

p’

t2I=o 03Re+0．484Re

铲{等}+o
b：o．6墨1 u．1

＼ ，

。吖：+。：M。小盖]

Cbs=M|tt+tl+tl

Supersonic Regime：

l，=1．96,／而一／Ro

铲¨¨限+警一爿
c∞=f2／(1+t，)

However,the draps undergo significant fiattening
and no longer spherical due to the dynamic pressure

effect as soon as they enter the air flow

Correspondingly,the drag toefficient of a distorting

drop should be a function ofdistortion parameter and lie

benv嘲that of a rigid sphere and that of a disk．It was

ft'uad that the drag one侬tient of sphere in a

coreln'essible flow is about l and is approximate 1．5 for

rl‘gid disld“．By using the distortion parameter Y in the

瑚model．a simple expression was proposed based 0n

the method i11 Ref(81．

cD=cⅢ(1+o．5y) (8)

Furthermore，the frontal area of the drop exposed
to d"flow b also changed due to its distortion．which is

expressed below．

⋯．Thetcmp。”m”of‘“。6。plcl。8“be执而删 A，=7／7．2+(1+，／2)2
bv thc energy balance equation

’ 、 。

舶}r3cd-Pa4zr2鲁c(Ta)：4zr 2Q# (6)

Droplet drae coeJ7；cient

In compressible flows，the drag coefficient of the

rigid spherc Cos was calculated based 0n the local

relative Mach number,M哆

t=TJr S，吖’／万Re=2乖一o|r加

忙k蝇卜+酱r⋯引}
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Droplet collision and coalescence

Drop collisions are calculated by a sampling

procedure based on the viewpoint of the stochastic

particle method The basic assumptions are that the

numberofdroplets associated with each drop particle Is

distributed in the computational ceil，and the celtision

calculation Is perforated for the pair of particles only if

tllcv are in the same computational cell The collision

frequency can be calculated，and then be used to solve

the probability that a droplet wilI undergo a collision

with adrop in the other particles

Numerical Technique
The solution procedure was based on a finite

volume method called arbitrary Lagraugian—Euletian

(ALE)method．In the Lagrangian phase、tile mesh
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vertices move with the gas velocity,and there js no

convection across eell boundaries．Spray droplet

colIision，evaporation and breakup tetTns are calculated．

Meanwhde，mass and energY Source terIns due to spray

ale treated by explicit scheme．Implicit differencing is

then used for all the diffusion tel／lB and the terms

associated with pressure wave propagallen of the gas

equations as well as the spray momentum source term．

The coupled implicit equations are soIved by a method

similar to the SIMPLE algorithm、with；AdWiduaI

equation being solved by the coniugate reaiduai method．

In the rezone phase。the flow field ls f『ozen and

remapped onto new computational mesh．Explicit
methods are used to calculate convection，which is

subcycled several times due to the restriction ofCoumnt

stability condition．

SurrogateModel ofKerosene

Liquid hydrocarbon fuels are complex mixtureS of

many components．A surrogate foel model COmpOsed of

a neat comlxmnd or several neat components has to be

developed for computational efhciency D崔u锄．while
important thermo-physical properties arc retained、In

present werk，the surrogate fuel model C12H24 was

proposed as ageneric representation for kerosenelw．

B—o—undar．e Co—ndi—tion——s

Alithe parameters atthe entranceofcomputatiooal

domain were given．西e combustur wall was considered

to be adiabatic and a walI function was employed．The
value of，at the first point from the wallis Iess than 60

The flow variables at outflow boundaries wore

determined by Ist．-order extrapolation from the

computational domain
The dispersed phase may be intrnduced anywhere

within the flow domain．at which droplet mass flow rate

and distribution of droplet sizes，velocity,ternpereturc，
cone angle and oscillation parameters were specified．

X-squared distriherion was used for the sizes of

injected droplets．The cone aJlgle of the spray was

specified as 3矿．The kemsene is room temperature、The

velocities of the drops alI have s∞0ae magnitude

calculated via the foel injection pressure．

3 Results and Discussions

Simulation was conducted to study the kerosene

spray injecting throu叠lI the wall orifice into the Mach

2．5 cross flow with the static tetopersture of 430K and

static pressure of o．043MPa．FueI injection pressure was

2．2MPa．and the orifice diameter was 0．8mm．

Additionally,the verification of nurnerical simulation

was carried out bv experimental Schlieran image．

Anglvsis and Comparison with Schlieren lmaee—

In the calculation,the initial Sauter Mean Radius

(SMg)of the drops was given 351ma based on the

measurement at the 70mm downstream of the injecting
orifice by Particle Dynamics Analyzer in case of

Reroscne injecting Into quiescent atmosphere．

Fig 1(a)and(”demonstrate the numerical spray

StrUcture and pressure coutour．In Fig，1fa)。the color

denotes the droplet size lt is found that a bow shock

wave appears upstream of the iniector due to the

obstruction of the liquid iet．Meanwhile。Spray is

severely bent by the gas flow．Smaller droplets have

lowner inertia and morn quickly follow with the gas flow,
thus larger droplets are at the periphery of spray．

Furthermore,the crimped spray plume reveals the

influence ofthe turbulent difhjsion．

The corresponding visualization images of the

kerosene spray in supersonic combustor taken by
schlieren were shown in Fig．1fc)Through the

comparison，the numerical and experimental kerosene

spray plumes showed good agreement．

Fig．2^IrtIlcr quantitatively shows the variation of

the average SMR of droplets at the cross section with

axisI location．It is clear that inltial parent drops are

broken uD irite smalI drops whose diameter is about

O(I们micrometers soon after they enter into也e

supcraOhiC cross flow．It may be attributed协the e旋ct
ofseeonda／ybreakup．BecausetheWebetnumberofthe

droplet issued from the injector into the supersonic cross

flOW iS over 1000,then the so-call‘catastrophic’

breakup phenomenon will occu#⋯I．

Pilch had deeply investigated the breakup of a

liquid drop in the gas f／owI“i Total breakup time for

low-viscosity drops are given by：

t。=Tf石]-fi2r／Vr (Io)

Here,T is a dimensionless time characteristic of

drop breakup by Rayleigh-Taylor or Kelvin-Helmholtz

instability．

T=0．766(We～12)o”．351≤We<2670

7"--5．5，

‘

肫=>2670 (11)

For this simulation case，the Weber number of the

initial droplets is about 1000-2000．thell T can be

calculated to bc between 4,3 and 5．5．whihi the breakup
time should he about纠i 0．’1s．

Pi]ch had also recommended the following

empirical correlation of drop displacement in its

breakup process：

二!：3-C,T2+口r3
2r 5

“2、

For compressible flOW,C户1，B=0．1 16

Wrhen the breakup process Ceases，the drop axial

displaeeamnt call he de曲ed to be：

J兰50r (13)

For droplets with the radius of 351．tm，the

aerodynamic secondary breakup process is complete at



1．75mm downstream of the injector,which verifies the

numerical results：initial parent drops are broken up into

small drops whose diameter is about 0(10)micrometers
soon after they enter into the supersonic crags flow．

Fig．1 Numerical and experimental kerosene spray

eF2．2MPa dry0-Smm

●O ∞∞70∞∞100 110 120，∞

Xfmml

Fig,ZVariationofaverageSMRofdropletsatthe
cross section with axlal location

including droplets SMR,velocity,and temperature

From Fig 3 and Fig 4(a)，it carl be found that drop size

and penetration of the spray are insensitire to inifial

drop SMR
Bnsed on Ref(I I)，the breakup iS envisioned as a

multistage process in Whieh fragments wilI be SUbieet to

fuller breakup as long as the fragments have Webet

number exceeding the eriticaI value．When the

multistage process iS complete．alI the fragments wilI

smaller than a critical size—the maximum stable

diameter．

A fragment whose Weber number equals the

critical Weber number has a diameter equal to the

maximum stablediameter．Anestimateofthemaximum
stable diameter was given叫“1：

‰一，嘉[t一习～ ∽，

Here，％is the velocity ofthe fragment cloud when

all breakup processes cease．

等_J采c加，一) ∽，

From Eq．(“)，the dimensionless time Tis from 4．3

to 5．5．Then it can be derived through Eq．(14)and(is)
that the maximum stable drop diameters with different

initial drop size are nearly same magnitude with their

—atire difference less than 2％．
Combined with Eq．(13)，at 50r downstream of the

injector(during the appropriate range ofinitial drop size．

it iS less than 5ram)。droplets with difierent size wilI be

broken up into small drops with the懿眦magnitude
diameter．In summary,the numerical simulation agree

wi也the pilch's experimental and analytical results

So it can be concluded that,during the appropriate

rallge of initial drop size．the parent droplets will be

i瞄tantanoously broken Im into small drops with the

sanle magnitude diameter no roarer how large the initial

drops SMD iS．Subsequentlg the small drops would

almost move in the safne manner．As shown in

Fig．4(bHd)，the small drops with different initial drop
size have the sam variation in the drops temperature

and drops velocity．It is further demonstrated in Fig．3
that three kerosene spray plumes have nearly the same

penetration．

In order to furtber study the secondary breakup

effect of the supersonic cm&s flow on the initiaI parent

droplets,the cases with different initial droplet sizes

Were investigatnd，while other COtaditiom were the sdllne

as above case．

Fig 3 demonstrates the sp·ray structures with three

different initial drops SM艮351ma,60pro and 1001．tm

respectiVeIy^F19·4如曲。。5ho”世叩m㈣”。 (a)午2．2MPado=0．8mmlnitial SMRof35pm
Comoarison ot average spray parameter tot three cases，

’

一E3叱：僻
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(b)P尸2 2MPad『O．8ramInitial SMRof601am
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(C)er2 2MPa d0=0 8mm Initial SMR of 100¨m

Fig．3 Spray structure and drop size distribution with

different initial drop SMR
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4 Condusions

Numerical simulation was conducted to study the

kerosene spray charaCterlstics inJecting into supersonic
cross flow．A stochastic particle method iS used to

calculate the liquid sDrays．in Which various sub-reedels

accoollt for the effects of turbulent dispersion，droplet

collisions，evaporation and aerodynamic breakup．The

corresponding visualization jmages of the kerosene

spray in supersonic combustor were also taken by

schiieren to veri～the numedcaI results．It was found

lhat：

I．A bow shock wave waS captured upstream of

the injector when spray was injected into supersonic

cross flow．Meanwhile,Spray iS severely bent by tlle

gas flow．

2．During the appropriate range of initial drop size，

the pareat droplets wilI be instantaneously broken up

into small drops with the sall忙magnbde diaraeter

o(101 micrometers no matter how Iarge the initial drops
SMD iS．ThcⅡthe small drops move almost in the same

malmer．

3，The numerical and experimental kerosene spray

plumes showed good agreement．
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7 Nomenclature

cf『

Co

Cos．
D

d。Ⅲbm

g

Liquid specific heat

Aerodynamic drag coefficient ofliquiddrop

Drag
coefficient of rigid sphere

Diffusion cogffieient

Maximum stable diameter ofdrop
GravitationaI acceleration

￡r¨Latent heat ofvaporization

o Rate of the heat conduction to the drop surface

per unit area

r Droplet radius

4

We Weber number

Sq Mean stress rate tensor

Sha

‰
r

乃
“

Sherwood number for mass transfer

Drop breakup time

Dimensiordesstimeofdropbreakup

Dmplet temperature

Fluid veloeity

Gas turbulence velocity

Dmplet velocity

Initial relative velocity between gas and drop
the axial displacement ofdroplets
Kerosene Vapot mass fraction at droplet’S surface

Distortion parameter ofdrop surface oscillation

Gas densitv

Liquid density

Turbulence kinetie energy

Turbulence kinetic energy dissipation

Gas viscosity

Viscosity ofthc liquid foel

Surface tension

“一～"x

H

y
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